
Collision-free protocol for

local area networks

Nikitas J Dimopoulos* and Eric Chi-Wah Wong t propose a scheme which

eliminates collisions in a network

..channel is idle, it initiates a packet transmission, and at the
This paper defines a new CarrIer Sense MultIple Acc.ess same time it checks for collisions. If a collision is detected,
(CSMA) protocol, wh~re. the activities of channel conte~tiO~ the current packet transmission is aborted. In.a CSMA}CD
and packet transml~slon oc~ur concurren~ly. Th,s IS protocol collisions do exist, and in heavy traffic contnbute
achieved through the Introduction of a contention channel to the deterioration of the channel utilization.
which is independ~nt of the main tra~smission channe!. A scheme is proposed here which eliminates the
The new protocol IS proven correct, In the sense that It existence of collisions in a network. In such a scheme,
guarantees collision-free transmission of p~ckets. Its pre-scheduling and parallelism are incorporated, i.e. in
performance is also evaluated and compared WIth that of a the proposed protocol, the ready stations contend for the
CsMA/CD protocol. network during the transmission of a packet. Thus, at the

end of the current transmission period, it is expected
Keywords: local area networks, pro~ocols, CsMA, (with a high probability) that the next master of t1:1e
collision-free transmission, contention channel, network has been chosen. Therefore, collisions are
transmission channel eliminated and the utilization of the network increases

,
correspondingly.

In such a scheme the two activities of channel
...contention and packet transmission must occur without

A Local Area Network (LAN) IS a communications network interference from each other, therefore they are provided
that provides interconnection of a variety of data- with two separate channels. The contention channel is
co~municating ~evices with!n .a small ar~a. LANs employ used by the stations to decide on the nex~ master of the
vanous topologies, transmissIon media and channel network, while the transmission channel IS used for the
access protocols. Channel access protocols .can be actual packet transmissions. The contention channel is
categorized as fixed, contention and demand asslgnm~nt normally of a much lower capacity than the transmission
protocols. As contentior pr<>:tocols we c~aractenze channel. In this implementations. &. the transmiss~on
protocols such as ALOHA, Car~er Sense Mul.tlple A~c.ess channel is a 16-line parallel bus, while the contention
(CSMA) and Carrier Sense Multiple Access with CollisiOn channel utilizes a single line.
Detection (CSMA/CD) protocols2. 3. CSMA/CD prot?cols Similar approaches have been proposed by Hamacher
have been employe1 in several LANs, the most prominent et al.7, with a contention channel resembling a token ring
one being Ethernet. .rather than a bus, by Mark8, with a slotted contention

A CSMA/CD protocol requires that each ready station channel and by jafari et al.9, where the contention
senses the channel prior to transmitting its.own packet, channel'is a loop, with a loop master that controls traffic
and will never initiate a transmission when It senses that on the 'contention loop' and access to the 'data loop'. In
the channel is busy. If a ready station senses that the this scheme the contention channel has the topology of a

bus, which does not impose any transmission priorities on
.Electrical and C?mp~ter~~glneenngD.epartment. UmversItyofVictona, the com

p eting stations and also avoids the time delaysPO Box 1700 V,ctona, Bntlsh ColumbIa. Canada V8W 2Y2 , .

tCANSTAR I~c., Toronto. Ontario, Canada incurred during the passing of the token.
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COLLISION-FREE PROTOCOL: THE PEBBLE at time to + W1 + W2 + WJ, and re-executes the protocol.
PARADIGM Again, the introduction of the delay WJ is due to the two

distinct operations of determining the number of pebbles
In order to explain the new Collision-Free (CSMA/CF) in the vessel, and of withdrawing a single pebble.
protocol the following paradigm is used: the transmission The values of the delays w1, W2 and wJ depend o.n the
channel is considered as a resource to be shared among implementation as well as on each other. These Inter-
several stations; the contention channel plays a similar dependencies are derived below, where the correctness
role as a semaphore 10, and its function is to ensure that of the CSMNCF protocol stated above is also considered.
at most one station will be allocated to the transmission Suffice to say that the protocol operates correctly if
channel at any particular time. w2 > W1 + 2a and wJ < W1.

Each station is capable of transmitting a carrier signal
over the contention channel, and is also capable of
distinguishing whether zero, one or more carrier signals CSMA/CF PROTOCOL PERFORMANCE ANAL YSIS
are present (an example of such a channel, and the
hardware required, may be found in Reference 11 ).

The contention channel may be thought of as a vessel Conditions for successful transmission
containing zero or more pebbles (a pebble in this context
corresponds to a single carrier signal transmitted over the There are two possibilities under which an arriving station
contention channel). The vessel is in public view, and will be allowed, at the end of a contention period, to
each ready station may inspect it to determine the become successful (i.e. to become eligible for the
number of pebbles (carrier signals) present. A ready acquisition of the transmission channel for the next
station is also capable of depositing a pebble into the transmission period):
vessel, as well as of retrieving a single pebble (corres- ,d . h .. t . t . t . t . f the t ns .case 1 -the arnvlng station IS the only ready station.pon In g to t e In! la Ion or ermlna Ion o ra h h, ..case 2 -the amvlng station competes Wit ot er
mission of ItS own ~~mer). In addItion, a net.W~rk station IS arriving stations and successfully completes the current

capable of determln!ngwhether the transmission channel t t .. d (.. t f . d I o pebble .in the. f h . k f .., .con en Ion perlo I.e. I In s on y ne
IS free or not. All o t ese actions ta e a In!te time, In I h ' .. t t t . t i

)vesse wen It re-examinE's I a Ime 2 .accordance with the signal propagation and processing
delays in the ne~ork.. ...For case 1, the arriving station Si will become successful if

A network station I~ r~ady If It needs ~o transmit a no other ready station arrives within its blocking p,eriod,
packe~ over the trans~lsslon channel, a~d It, follows the i.e. there are no arrivals within the interval [ti, ti + w'1 + a]
follow In? protocol: at tl~e to a ready statl~n Inspects the (the corresponding probability of occurrence of this case
vessel with the pebbles; If the vessel contains at least one is calculated below).
pebble (indi.cating ~hat.a contention is ~Iready in pro~ress), For case 2, where a number of ready stations compete,

theatt;emptIngsta~lon!sbIOcked,a~dltmusttryagaInata the station which finds the vessel containing only onelater time; ot~erwlse,}f.th~ vessel IS fou~d to be empty, pebble will become successful, and will use the trans-
then the station deposits Its pebble at tIme to + w1. mission channel during the next transmission period. For

.The delay "':'1 w.as intr<;,duced here because ,~o the second case, we proceed as follows: suppose that
different operations (Inspecting the vessel an~ deposl~lng there are k competing stations (out of a population of N
the pebble) are p~~ormed by ~he attempting station, ready stations); k = 1, 2, ...N -1. As is evident, the k
Becau~e of the fi~lte processing, speed, these two stations arrive within the blocking interval of the first
operations can neither happen Instantaneously nor arrivin

g station s while the remainin g N -k stations . I 0,simultaneous y. arrive later on find the vessel contains more than one

O~ce a station has deposited its pebble, thus obt~in!ng pebble, and a;e blocked (see Figure 1 ).

the nght .to compete for th.e .use of the trans~lsslo,n Each of the k stations arrive at times ti: i = 1, 2, ..., k,
~hanne., It must ens~re th~t It IS the only one wlth,thls and deposit their pebbles at times t~ = ti + W'1. ,All the
nght. 1t therefore waIts until all the other ready stations stations check the vessel at times r = t' + w~ + w'2, and if
have de.posited their pebb!es in the vessel, and t~en they find more than one pebble,t~en they withdraw their
re-exam1~es the vessel at time to +. W1 + w2. T~e time own pebble at time tJ = ti + w'1 + w~ + w'J.
delay W2 IS chosen so that all potential ready stations are Sufficient conditions are now shown on the time
given the oppo~unity to depos~t the~r pebbles in ~he delays w~ so that the case of continuous collision is
vessel, and also It reflects the vanous sIgnal propagation avoided. Of course, a collision may still happen for a
delays over the network (the range of values for the delay certain mix of arrival times, the probabilities of which are
w2 is calculated below). calculated below.
-If at time to + W1 + w2 the station finds only one In order for a station s. to become successful, it must,
pebble in the vessel, then it is assured that it is the only when it re-examines th~ vessel at time t~, find that it
station remaining, and can therefore utilize the trans- contains one pebble i.e. all the other stations must have
mission channel as soon as the current transmission ,

period terminates. Such a station is called a 'successful'
station. j-1 Arrivals Is

A successful station withdraws its pebble simul-
taneously with the start of the transmission of its own
packet, so that the start of the next contention period
coincides with the start of a packet transmission period. r r+dr t t+dt t
Oh .. f . h . f . d o BLOCK

t erwlse, I at time to + w1 + W2 t e station In s more
than one pebble in the vessel, then it withdraws its pebble Figure 1. Station arrivals for case 2a
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withdrawn their own pebbles before t~. Otherwise, a station attempting to acquire the network is continuous
collision is detected and station si withdraws its own and uniformly distributed in 10, 71.
pebble at time t~. .Two cases are considered: for the first there are no

In order for all the stations to collide, wJ must be arrivals within the blocking interval lto, tBLOCK], i.e. there is
chosen so that when all the stations check the channel at only one station arriving at time to E 10, T], and this station
time tv they find that it contains more than one pebble. obtains the network at time to + W, + W2; for the second
This is guaranteed to happen if the latest arriving station case there are several stations arriving within the blocking
still finds the pebble of the first arriving station present in interval Itl' tBLOCK], with the last one arriving at time
the vessel, or, taking into account the propagation delays, ti < tBLOCK given the chance to acquire the network.
we have for the case of continuous collisions max
{t~} < m!n {t~ + a} since: Case 1

I
The probability of success for this case is calculated as

m.ax{t~} = tBLOCK + m.ax{~1} + max{w~} = to follows:
J ' I

..dP1 (t) = Pr{the first arrival within It, t + dt] and no
+ 2 max{w'1} + m.ax{w~} arrivals within the blocking interval

, ,
}...It,t+w1+a);tElO,T]

andmin{tJ}=to+min{w'1}+min{w~} ; ; i Since the arrival time for each station IS uniformly

. { i } distributed in 10, T], and as the stations are independent
+ mln W3 + a hi of each other, we ave:

then m:n{w~} >2 mF{~'} -min{w~} + mF{~2} dP, = N(~) [ H(~)]N-1 (3)

-m)n{~,} - { OifX<O

H(x) -x if x > 0

Thus, if we choose:
Integrating (3) we obtain:

w~ <2 m.ax{~,} -min{w~} + m.ax{w~} -min{w~} T (T ) N I , , , f -w,-a
(1) P, = Jo dP,(t) = T (4)

we avoid the situation where continuous collisions h N . th b f tat. t .
fo the..were IS e num er O S Ions compe Ing r

happen when the stations compete for the contention
tw kne or .

channel.
On the other hand, for a station si to become

successful, its arrival time must satisfy: Case 2

ti > t + ..* .(2) As mentioned earlier, this case involves at least one arrival
2 3 a, I I within the blocking interval lto, tBLOCK]. For this case, the

In order to simplify the calculations, for the remainder of important calculation times are the arrival times of the first
the paper the waiting times are considered to be identical and last stations (so and Si respectively). Two possibilities
fo.r all .the stations involved, i.e. ~, = w~, ~2 = w~, can be distinguished, depending on the arrival time of the
wJ = wi~ i, j = 1, 2, ..., N ,. This is a reasonable assump- first station so.

tion, since all the network stations are identical to each
other. l!nder this assumption, conditions (A2) (see Case 2a: O <to < T- W, -a
Appendix) and (1) become: d h.. h bl k .. I I t- t )Un er t IS assumption, t e oc Ing Interva '<I' BLOCK

w2 > W, + 2a (A2a) lies entirely within the latency interval 10, 71. As shown in
Figure 1, there are i -1 arrivals in the interval lto,

WJ < w, (1 a) ti -w3 -a] (refer to relations (2) and (2a) above), while

Under the same assumption, times t~, t2 and t~ are the remaining N -i :-. 2 arrivals happen after tBLOCK: .
ordered in the same way as their corresponding arrival ~hus, th~ prob~bll~ty of success for the last amvlng
times t;. Therefore, the only station which can potentially station (station s;) IS given as:

acqui~e th~ network is the last arri~ing stati.on before the dP2(~, t) = Pr{the first arrival within I~, ~ + dCJ,
blocking time tBLOCK. Thus, equation (2) yields: .. I .th . I d )one arnva WI In t. t + t ;

ti- ti- 1 > W3 + a (2a) no arrivals within It- W3 -a, t]

and (t + dt. tBLOCK);
Success probabili.ty in obtaining the network tBLOCK > t > ~ + d~ + W3 + a;
after one contention "

d E 10 71tBLOCK = " + W, + a an t , ,

In addition to the assumptions outlined earlier, it is also ~ E 10, T- W, -a] I (5)
assumed that there are always N competing stations, and
that the elapsing time between successive attempts bya Referring to Figure 1, and taking into account all the
station to gain the network is constant and finite. This possible distributions of the N-2 arrival times in the
period is denoted as T. intervals I~, t- W3 -a] and ItBLOCK, T], we obtain from

Thus, the probability distribution of the arrival time of a equation (5):
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dPi(.;> = N(1) k::JK+a (N -1)~Ni2 (N ~ 2) dP2(.;> = N( 1) (~)N-1 (8)

1=0
( ) i ( . ) Integra.ting equation (8) for all the possible values of ~, i.e.

t- wJ -a -~ N -I -2 the amval time of the first station, we obtain:

T N-i-2
N T-W3-a ( T " ) N-1

( T-tsLOCK )N-i-2 P2=r{ -WJia-.. d~

T 1r-w1-a

(w -W )N

= ~

(~ ) N -2 T P2 = --'-r--' (9)

T T L(N-2-i)!(i+1)!
; = 0 Combining equations (4), (7) and (9) the probability of

(w -w ) i + 1 ( T -t )N -i -2 success can be calculated as:
1 J BLOCK (6)

T T ( T- W1 -a )N
, Ps = P1 + P2 + P'2 =

Equation (6) gives the probability of success distribution T
in terms of the arrival time ~ of the first arriving station. 1
Thus, the probability of success can be obtained through + 'jN [(T -WJ -a)N -(T -W1 -a)N
the integration of equation (6) overthe domain of ~, i.e.:

T-w1-a ( W-W )N Pi = L dPi(~) -(W1 -WJ)N] + ~

1 - ( T -WJ -a )N
= "jN" [(t -WJ -a)N -(T -W1 -a)N -T (10)

-( -)N] ) Similarly, the probability of failure for a single station to
W1 wJ (7 acquire the network after one contention period is given

as:

Case 2b: T- w1 -a <to <T ( T- wJ -a )N
F<:>r t,his case ther~ is ~till more than one station arriving PI = 1 -P s = 1 -T (11 )

within the blocking Interval [to. tBLOCK], but the first
arriving station arrived late, so that the blocking time The probability of success is now used to calculate the
extends beyond the latency time, i.e. tBLOCK > T (see average idle time for a network operating under the new
Figure 2). Then, the probability of success (again of the last CSMNCF protocol (recall that as there are no collisions in
arriving station SN- J is given as: this scheme, the average transmission and busy periods

, are equal).dP2 (~, t) = Pr Ithe first arrival within [~, ~ + d.;>, one

arrival within [t, t + dt); no arrivals
within [t- wJ -a, t]; T > t > ~ + d~ Average idle period and utilization factor
+ WJ + a; t E [0, 71; ~ E [T- W1 -a, calculation

711 A th . d ' , s ere are separate contention an transmission

As this is a successful transmission, according to relation channels in this scheme, the network stations may
(2a), all the arriving stations must arrive at least WJ + a contend while a packet is transmitted over the trans-
time units before the last one (SN- J. Thus, there are mission channel. The probability of failure, as given by
N -2 arrivals in the interval (~, t -WJ -a], and the equation (11 ), refers to a single contention period. It
probability of success is calculated as: becomes evident that as the number of stations N

dP2 (.;> = increases, the probability of failure approaches 1. Thus, in
very heavy traffic we expect that the number of conten-

( d~ ) {T ( T- w -a -~ )N -2 dt. tions required before the next master is decided will
N T (N- 1) ), J -increase. As an effect of this there is a corresponding

~ + wJ + a IT T increase of the total contention period. When the total

contention period surpasses the current packet trans-
mission period, idling of the network occurs, with a

Ar~i-~als corresponding decrease in the network utilization factor-
s III s This section aims to provide the calculation for the

I III~ III° + + + !N-1 average idle period as it depends on the number of

6 W3+a stations contending. The final goal is to compute the
average utilization factor, as well as the average packet

o T-W -a.. ..+d delay incurred in a network operating under the new
1 '0'0 1; t t+dt T CSMNCF t I Th ... h .. dpro oco .e activities on t e transmission an

6=t-w3-a-1; contention channels are depicted in Figure 3.
...Denote by x the length of an unsuccessful contention

FIgure 2. Station arrIvals for case 2b period, by y the length of a successful contention period,
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Idle 00

L !1 -1- '2 -1~ri~}L--1 Activities on the and ~ = f (z- ~)P (Ck = z)dz (14)

r-- 1- -1- -1- -I Transmission Channel J~

I !-l-~I ~ l!.J!--1Y-I Activities on the
~ r+-I"l."I--I--lo-1 Contention Channel In order to evaluate equations (13) and (14), P(Ck = z)

Figure 3. Emergence of an idle period. x: station gains should ~~ calcu~ted. By means ?f the ce.ntral limit

mastership of network for the next transmission period theorem, P(Ck -z) can be approximated as.

and waits ~o~ the tr~nsmission channel t.o becom~ i~le; --1 -(z -TIk)2/2ai

+ : transmIttIng stat,on has completed Its transmIssIon P(Ck -z) -~ e (15)
and releases the transmission channel- the waiting Ok n

station gets the channel and starts to transmit; 0: there where TI = (k- 1)TI + TI and 02 = (k- 1)~ + 02 (16)
are many unsuccessful contention periods -the total k x y k x y

contention interval is longer than the transmission r
period, therefore there is an idle period Tlx = E[xl = N+1 + 2w1 + w2 + wJ + 2a. (17)

r
and by ck the length of a total contention period, Tly = Elyl = N+1 + 2w1 + w2 + a (18)

composed of k -1 unsuccessful plus one successful

contention. These quantities are then related as: N
~ = ~ = r2 (19)Ck=(k-1)x+y (12) x y (N+2)(N+1)2.

and x = t + W1 + w2 + wJ + a, y = t + W1 + w2 where t, being the arrival time of the last station, is a random Comblmngequatlons(16),(17),(18)and(19)weobtaln.

variable distributed within the interval Ito. tBLocKI. In order r
to simplify the mathematics, the upper bound of the Tlk = k N+1 + k(2w, + W2 + a)

contention interval is calculated. This is obtained when
the arrival time of the last station coincides with tBLOCK. + (k- 1) (wJ + a) (20)

Thus, t = tBLOCK =to + W1 + a. Since to is the arrival time N

of the first (of N) arriving stations, and W1 and a are al = r2 2 (21 )
constants, the mean and standard deviation of t are given (N + 2) (N + 1 )

as:
The average idle period given k contentions is calculated

r = ~ + w + a and 02 = r2 ~ t by using equations (14) and (15) as:
N + 1 1 (N + 2) (N + 1)2 00 1

7; = f (z- ~) -e-(Z -TlJ2/2"ldz =

The length of an idle period is therefore given as J~ Ok~
Ik = H (Ck -~), where ~ is the packet transmission period

and k is the number of con~ntion periods. ~ e-(~ -TlJ2/2"l + ~ erf ( ~
) (22)

-The-average idl~ period I can then be obtained as ~ 2 ~

I = E Ilkl, where Ik is the expected value of an idle

period obtained from k contentions. These two quantities
h rf . d f . d rf( ) -~ f 00 -!2 dt I h

can be calculated as follows: were e IS e Ine as e a -vn Ja e .t as

--been proven 11 that the series given in equation (13)

I = Ell kl = L Prlthere are k contention periods IT k converges.

k = 1 Equation (13) has been used to numerically compute
the average utilization factor of a network operating under
the new CSMNCF protocol. The average utilization factor

= L pf -1 PsTk (13) S is given by the well known2 formula:

k-l iJ
S = -(23)

7+8
t Given N arriving stations with arrival times I, uniformly distributed in the
interval [0, TI, then the density function f(t) of the first arrival t = min,(t,) In this case as there are no collisions V = 8 = "i and
is calculated as: ,

(23' ) b ' I.f . d .' , equatIOn can e simp I le Into:

dP(tO> = f(tO>dt = Pr[N -1 arrivals after to plus one arrival in dtol
~

= N
( ~ )N-1 ~ S =- --= (24)

T T I+~

Thus, the expected value of the arrival time of the first arriving station, is As ' h b . d d h h I N ,

given as' It as een consl ere t at t ere are a ways active

stations on the network, each one of which attemr;ts toI;; = f' todP(tO> = f ' toN( ~ ) N -1 <!!!! -2-.:- transmit one packet, t~n by applying Little's result 3, the

o o T T N + 1 average packet delay D, as a function of the number of

while the standard deviation is obtained as: stations N, can be evaluated as:

2 f ' ( T )2 ( r-to )N-1dt N -N
" = o !0 -N+1 N -r T = r2 (N + 2) (N + If D = S (25)
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DISCUSSION 1.2

Equations (24) and (25) were used in order to evaluate the ~ 1. o
average utilization factor and the average packet delay as ~
functions of the number of nodes N involved, and for the':; 0,8
characteristic waiting times. These functions are depicted .g
in Figures 4 and 5. ~ 0 6The correspondin~ utilization factor for both a 5 .

1-persistent CSMNCD 4 and the new CSMNCF protocols .,
with similar channel characteristics have also been ~ 0.11

incorporated in the same plot (see Figure 6). The ~
advantage of the new CSMNCF protocol over the < 0.2

classical CSMNCD becomes clear in this figure.
0.0

0
Number of nodes

1.2
Figure 6. Average utilization factors of comparable
CSMA/CD and CSMA/CF networks (for all cases 't = 30.0,

...1.0 T= 1.0, a = 0.1); .: CSMA/CF (W1 = 0.1, W2 = 0.3,
~ wJ = 0.0); 0: CSMA/CD (& = 1.0); +: CSMA/CD (& = 0.8);
~ 0.8 0: CSMA/CD (& = 0.5)
0:
2
~N= 0.6
5 The authors intend to use this new protocol in the
., H-Network5, &. The H-Network is a fast (14 Mbyte/s)
~ 0.11 tAN, used as a global communications pathway in the

~ homogeneous multiprocessorl5. There it serves packet
< 0.2 traffic between distant processors co-operating in the

computation of a parallel application. The parameters
0. used in the computation of the average utilization factor

and the average packet delay were chosen so as to
N b f d conform with the projected im plementation of theurn er o no es J

protocol on the H-Network.
Figure 4. Average utilization factor as a function of the
number of nodes for the CSMA/CF protocol. .: case 1 -
't = 15.0, T = 1.0, a = 0.1, W1 = 0.1, w2 = 0.3, wJ = 0.0;
+:case2 -'t = 30.0, T = 1.0, a = 0.1,w1 = 0.1, w2 = 0.2, ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
WJ = 0.0; D: case 3 -'t = 60.0,T = 1.0, a = 0.1,Wl = 0.1,
w2 = 0.3, wJ = 0.0; 0: case 4 -'t = 60.0, T = 1.0, a = 0.2, This work was supported by grants from the Natural
Wl = 0.1, W2 = 0.3, wJ = 0.0 Sciences and Engineering Research Council, Canada; the

Fonds pour la formation de Chercheurs et I'aide a la
Recherche; and the Centre de Recherche Informatique

5000 de Montreal.
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of si when it checks the vessel at time tl = ti + W'1 +. wl
APPENDIX: CSMA/CF PROTOCOL CORRECTNESS ~hile si s~ould .not detect the presence of s; at time

t~ = t. + wl1 + w~.
...IDenote by W'1, wl, w~ i = 0, 1, 2, ..., N -1 the three. Stations. s; and .si depos!t their pebbles at times

delay times, as explained above, for the ith ready station. t'1 = t; + wl and tl1 = ti + w~ respectively. Therefore,
Also, denote by t; the arrival time (i.e. the time at which the accounting for the propagation delays we have:
jth station Si first checks the contents of the vessel). i i (A4)
Observe that ~ < t1 < ...< tN -1. Assume also that the tl < t1 + a
first arriving station so, at time to, finds the vessel (i.e. the t~ < f1 + a (A5)
contention channel) empty. Then, according to the. ..
CSMNCF protocol, it deposits a pebble at time t~ = or t; + w'1 + wl < ti + Wl1 + a (A6)
to + w~. All other stations will notice this event at time and t. + wi + w~ < t + Wi + a (A7)
t9 + a the latest, where a is the maximum channel I 1 , 1 ..

propagation delay. With respect to the first arriving station Combining relations (6) and (7), w'l + w~ < 2a results,
the blocking time is denoted as tZLOCK = to + w~ + a. Any which contradicts relation (A2).
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